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Fitting tributes
Purists are drawn to
the handmade quality
of khadi (far left),
a beloved traditional
Indian fabric that
has become a
fashion favourite

An Indian fabric with historical significance
is making a comeback as a fashion statement
khadi
TEXT/

A

SHOBA NARAYAN

SLEW of young Indian fashion design-

ers has made a bold choice in their use
of fabric recently – a decision to look
backwards. They have pulled from Indian
history a hand-spun, hand-woven cotton
material popularised in the 1920s by Mahatma Gandhi,
the famed leader of Indian nationalism in British-ruled
India. The fabric is khadi. Gandhi called it “sacred cloth”
and the poignant image of him spinning it at a wheel
endures as an iconic depiction of the leader. Cricket great
Sachin Tendulkar, along with numerous politicians,
dons the “freedom fabric”, as it is also popularly known,
both as a way of connecting with the masses and to pay
reverence to an important part of India’s history.
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The traditional craft
of hand-weaving khadi
(above left) has inspired
designers such as
Sabyasachi Mukherjee
(right)
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An outfit from Deepika
Govind’s Khadi Kool
Summer 2013 Collection
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“The resonance that khadi has in India’s
collective psyche is huge,” says Mayank Mansingh Kaul, a hand-loom expert and fashion
designer. “Politicians wear khadi because of this
historical construct, because it is in keeping
with the image of a public servant.”
On the Indian fashion scene, the
trend of wearing the humble handloomed fabric is widespread. College
students, who had earlier shunned
khadi in favour of more cutting-edge
fashion, are now pairing it with jeans.
Last year, during India Fashion Week,
designer James Ferreira showcased
a collection made entirely from the
fabric. Deepika Govind includes khadi
among the eco-friendly textiles she
uses in her designs; Sabyasachi
Mukherjee has designed khadi
skirts for Bollywood actresses; and
design label Abraham & Thakore
has sold khadi throws at Britain’s
upscale Conran Shop.
Mass-market firms are also experimenting with khadi. Arvind Mills, a large Indian
textile export company, plans to produce
khadi denim jeans for sale in Paris and global
clothing brand Fabindia makes tunics out of
khadi sourced from rural NGOs. Investors
seem to be taking note: private-equity fund
L Capital Asia purchased an eight percent
stake in Fabindia, partly because it marries
commercial good and social good, said Ravi
Thakran, a managing partner of the firm.
Government agency Khadi and Village
Industries Commission (KVIC) plans
to institute a “khadi mark”, similar to
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the existing “silk mark”, as a means of guaranteeing
authenticity and quality. It also plans to open dozens
of khadi plazas to sell products made from the material.
In the 18th and 19th centuries, Khadi was exported to
Europe to make gowns. Its widespread revival in India
came courtesy of Indian nationalists in the early 20th
century, who considered khadi as the “livery of freedom”.
Today, the cloth has found appreciation among textile
connoisseurs who value its handmade quality, softness
and symbolism to Indians of all ages. It’s also hugely
versatile in India’s tropical climate, keeping the wearer
cool in the summer and warm in the winter.
“The beauty of khadi is its coarseness,” says designer
Ravi Kiran, who uses the fabric for his clothing brand,
Metaphor Racha. “You can see the aberrations and unevenness of the khadi yarn. In fact, purists won’t buy
fine khadi; they prefer the coarse variety because you
can see the weaver’s handprint there.”
Some people wonder if the fabric is still authentic if it
has been spun on a mass scale. Various organisations are
making efforts to bridge the gap between age-old tradition and the needs of modern design. In June 2012, the
National Institute of Design signed an agreement with
the KVIC to provide help with product design, branding,
labelling and retailing of khadi and related products.
Under this partnership, young designers at the school
will be paired with craftspeople supported by KVIC.
“There are two great things about khadi: it has an emotional connect with Indians and it is truly indigenous,”
says Uzra Bilgrami, founder of Malkha Marketing Trust,
a group striving to preserve the traditional, small-scale
craft in villages by working with weavers to update designs so as to appeal to younger generations of Indians.
“After all, we have been weavers of cotton for 5,000 years.”
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Dragonair flies daily
to Bengaluru and four
times a week to Kolkata

5,000

CATHAY PACIFIC HOLIDAYS 4 DAYS/2 NIGHTS BENGALURU (BANGALORE) PACKAGES FROM HK$5,190
4 2
5,190

• Aloft Bengaluru Whitefield
• The Leela Palace Bangalore
• The Taj West End

PACKAGE PRICE INCLUDES:

• Round trip Economy Class flight
between Hong Kong and Bengaluru
• Accommodation for two consecutive
nights at chosen hotel
• Daily breakfast
• 500 Asia Miles
• Travel insurance
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DEPARTURE PERIOD:

Now until 29 June, 2013
Please visit www.cxholidays.com
for booking
Cathay Holidays Limited terms and
conditions apply.
Licence No.: 352024
• Aloft Bengaluru Whitefield
• The Leela Palace Bangalore
• The Taj West End

•
•
•
• 500
•
2013 6 29
www.cxholidays.com
352024
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CHOICE OF HOTELS:
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